
LING 432/830 Final project marking rubric
Spring, 2019

Criteria Excellent Good Needs work
Data: Assemble words based on
the verb root.

Analysis: Find and name the
phonological processes in each
word.

Format: Organize the verbs in the
family into groups according to
patterns.

Presentation: Share the results of
your research.

Here is more information about each of the above steps.

DATA

Getting the words

You need to find a sufficient number of relevant verbs

Use dictionary (word version or xls version) to find verbs formed from the root.

*Make sure you are looking up the Hul’q’umi’num’ root (root symbol √), not
working from the English gloss.

Work with Elder to help pronounce the words, including marking stress.

Ask for Elder for help in forming additional verbs from the root.



Building your verb family

Try to find words of each of the following types.

(1) Verb root.

Can your root stand alone to form a word?

(2) Does your root combine with SUFFIXES:

Transitives:  (aim for at least two)

=t transitive

=stexw       causative

=nehw limited control transitive: often translated as “manage to”

Intransitives: (aim for at least two)

=m middle

=that reflexive

=tal reciprocal

Lexical suffixes: (aim for at least three different suffixes)

         at least one that begins with a vowel

         at least one that begins with a consonant

(3)  Do any of the words above also have the following inflections:

=PROG progressive

=PL plural

=DIM diminutive

=STA stative-resultative



ANALYZE THE PATTERNS

Divide the word into its parts: Identify the root, prefixes, suffixes, infixes.

For each word, list any processes used in making the word.

Processes include:
1. reduplication

1a. C reduplication
1b. CV reduplication
1c. hu reduplication (of resonants)
1d. CVC reduplication

2. changes to vowels
2a. CV changes to VC (metathesis)
2b. strengthening (ablaut) (e.g. u changes to e or a, i changes
to e)
2c. vowel lengthening (V changes to VV)
2d. schwa (u) insertion
2e. weakening of full vowel to schwa (u)
2f. vowel deletion

3. insertion of glottal stop
4. resonant glottalization
5. other (example: n deleting before t, vowel harmony (e changes to
a))

FORMAT

Assemble the words that share the same processes.

Lay out your handout [more info/sample handout to follow]

PRESENTATION

Present the words in a way that students can understand:

Handout has enough examples to show the patterns.

Handout has clear labels and accurate information about the
patterns.



Presentation teaches something about patterns found in the verbs
based on the root.

Final written report includes clear and complete information to serve
as a guide to the verbs formed from the root.


